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ABSTRACT: Selected aspects of dynamics of the General Atomics urban maglev are modeled
using the system identification technique. It utilizes experimental data to model the system’s
essential behavior in a simple mathematical form of a discrete time-invariant linear model. Our
contribution is the construction of system identification process of selected dynamics for a complex
six degree-of-freedom maglev system. Model structure selection, experiment design, experiment
data processing, and model validation schemes were the steps of this process and are presented here.
Since quality of the computed models is greatly affected by these elements, the calculated models
were validated using the real experimental data.
1 INTRODUCTION
A good mathematical model representing a
complex dynamic system is a critical component of
modern control engineering. It is especially
pronounced when latency and noise presence
prohibit use of a classical feedback approach.
Modeling of an electromechanical system such as a
six-degree-of-freedom maglev is challenging when
attempts are made to use a conventional modeling
in each of the main coordinates separately. Even if
such modeling was available, the resulting models
would be very nonlinear and intractable for
engineering analysis. Although seen by many as a
“black box” approach, behavioral modeling
sufficiently portrays the dynamics of a sub system
to be utilized in controller design of an otherwise
indescribable system.
Here we employ system identification to describe
dynamical behaviour of the General Atomics (GA)
urban maglev. System identification is a fairly well
founded area in control engineering [1, 2]. It does
not require detailed knowledge of physics or any
relevant fields of science. Rather, it requires
sensible behavioural knowledge about the system to

obtain informative input-output data sets to
calculate the model. Hence it is critical how we
relate what we know about the system to the system
identification process; experiment design, model
structure selection, and validation. Our contribution
is to explore these steps for maglev using the GA
urban maglev. We also provide model assessment
strategies, which may be applicable to a broad range
of maglev systems.
We first give a brief description of system
identification. Then fairly detailed description of the
identification process for the GA urban maglev is
given using the real experiment data sets.
2 SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
2.1 Concept

Figure 1. Graphical description of a true system

Consider a true single-input single-output system
described by Figure 1 in discrete time. The system
equation is
y k = G ( z )u k + H ( z )ek ,
(1)

Hˆ ( z ) = L( z ) ), one may reduce the value of (4) by
estimating a good model of G (i.e. Gˆ → G ).

where G (z ) and H (z ) are the transfer functions of
the true but unknown plant and disturbance
dynamics. The input process u k is measurable.
However, the disturbance ek is not measurable,
assumed to have a zero mean, and stationary. The
aim of system identification is to estimate G and
H using real input-output data. Denote their
models by
Gˆ ( z ,θ G ),

Hˆ ( z , θ H ) ,

(2)

where θ G and θ H represent the parameter vectors
of the models to be calculated. The one-step-ahead
predictor for (1) using (2) can is given by
yˆk|k−1 = Hˆ (z,θ H )−1Gˆ (z,θG)uk +[1− Hˆ (z,θ H )−1]yk . (3)

Then we look for model parameters θ G and θ H of
Ĝ and Ĥ to minimize
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Figure 2. System identification process.

Standard steps to compute the models are shown
in Figure 2. Each step will be discussed later with
the GA urban maglev system identification
problem.
2.2 Closed Loop System Identification: Two Stage
Method

where ε k = y k − yˆ k |k −1 and N is the number of data
points. For a large number of N , by Parseval’s
theorem, (4) may be seen as
2
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in the frequency domain. The expression Φ(ω )
represents the spectra of a signal. For open-loop
systems, since we can inject input signal u k
independent of unknown disturbance signal ek , the
spectra due to correlation between u k and ek does
not appear (i.e. Φ ue (ω ) = 0 ). One observation from
(5) is that, for fixed disturbance model Ĥ (e.g.

Figure 3. A true closed-loop system.

Many systems are operated in closed-loop as shown
in Figure 3. In the figure, C (z ) represent a known
stabilizing
controller.
Closed-loop
system
identification requires more work and caution. It is
because that the input u k is correlated with the
disturbance process ek , therefore Φ ue (ω ) ≠ 0. One
could ignore this fact and identify models as if an

open-loop system is identified. However, this
approach is very likely causing bias in the
calculated model. Several methods have been
developed for closed-loop system identification.
Here we introduce the two stage method, which will
be used for the GA urban maglev system
identification.
The two stage method treats closed-loop
identification as two open-loop identification
problems.

where D (z ) is a properly chosen data filter to be
discussed later. Indeed, one only needs to estimate
û k to obtain a good model of G. If the noise model
is fixed (e.g.. Hˆ ( z , θ H ) = L( z ) ), then
Gˆ ( z , θ G ) → G ( z )
can be achieved. To see this, consider the time
domain error expression using (6) and (7),

[First stage: input estimation]

) − 1 [ y k − Gˆ ( z , θ G ) Sˆ ( z , θ S ) rk ]} 2
= { Hˆ ( z , θ H ) −1 [ G ( z ) S ( z ) − Gˆ ( z , θ G ) Sˆ ( z , θ S )] rk

Consider, from Figure 3,

+ Hˆ ( z , θ

u k = S ( z )rk − S ( z ) H ( z )ek ,

ε k2 = { Hˆ ( z , θ

H

H

) −1 [

H (z)
]e k } 2 .
1 + G ( z )C ( z )

The first term can be seen as

where

[G(z) − Gˆ (z,θ G )]S(z) + Gˆ (z,θ G )[S(z) − Sˆ(z,θ S )],

C ( z)
S ( z) =
.
1 + C ( z )G ( z )
Since rk can be chosen independent of ek , we can
identify S using rk and u k . Denote the estimated
model by Sˆ ( z , θ S ).

which suggests that, if the error made in the first
stage is sufficiently small (i.e. Sˆ → S ), it will have
a limited effect on the final estimate Ĝ. Hence, in
the first stage, one may use a high order model Ŝ to
achieve a good approximation of S .

[Second stage: plant estimation]
The closed-loop system can be rewritten as

H ( z)
y k = G ( z ) S ( z ) rk +
ek .
(6)
1 + G ( z )C ( z )
Since rk and ek are independent, if S ( z )rk is
available, G could be identified as an open-loop
identification problem. Instead of S ( z )rk , we have

uˆ k = Sˆ ( z , θ S ) rk ,
from the first stage. Using this, we may obtain a
consistent estimate of G according to [3,4]. The
results in [3,4] are summarized. Consider
y = Gˆ (z,θ G )Sˆ(z,θ S )r + Hˆ (z,θ H )ε , (7)
k

k

k

where y k is given using rk , ε k , Ĝ , Ŝ , and Ĥ .
From (6) and (7), the second stage minimizes (4):
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3 SYSTEM IDENTIFCATION OF THE GA
URBAN MAGLEV
Based on the identification steps shown in Figure 3,
the two stage method is applied to the GA urban
maglev. Graphical description of the GA urban
maglev is shown in Figure 4. Although the maglev
is a six-degree of freedom system, we identify
horizontal and vertical motions as the most critical
outputs we concern [5]. The inverter produces two
input signals: id for lift force and i q for thrust. The
vehicle uses Electro Dynamic Suspension (EDS)
system for levitation. But we can still apply
additional lift force using id input. We simplify the
system by the following block diagram in Figure 5.

system identification computes a model by
minimizing prediction error ( ε k2 ), quality of the
model associated with g k will be poor. To
overcome this difficulty, we consider the system as
a series of multiple Single-Input Single-Output
(SISO) systems as shown in Figure 5. The transfer
functions Gvv , Gvg , and G gg represent the true but
unknown dynamics from i q to velocity, from i q to
vertical gap, and from id to vertical gap
respectively. Since lifting force does not
significantly affect velocity output, we ignore

Figure 4. Graphical description of the GA urban maglev.

this dynamical mode (i.e. G gv = 0 ). We also
include disturbance dynamics H for each mode.
For complete description of the system
dynamics, we need to perform system identification
for overly many various operating points. Here, for
demonstration, we aim to obtain a dynamic model
Ĝvv of the vehicle around 3 m/s velocity and zero
gap (i.e. Gvg = 0) [The vehicle levitates around 5
m/s and we do not inject any id . Hence we have
G gg = 0. ].

3.1 Experiment Design, Data Sets, and Data
Process

Figure 5. Block diagram model of the GA urban maglev.

In the block diagram, rv ,k and rg ,k represent the
reference signals for velocity and vertical gap,
C v ( z ) and C g ( z ) are known controllers for
velocity and vertical gap, and v k and g k represent
the velocity output and the gap output, which are
measurable. Our system should have been treated as
a Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) system.
However, practically, current development of
MIMO system identification has not been
successful mainly due to scaling. For instance, if
v k ’s variance is much greater than g k ’s, since

By testing the vehicle with inputs in several
frequencies, we conclude that the closed-loop
system mainly responses to the reference signals
with 0~3 Hz . Hence we design reference signal to
have significant frequency content between 0~3 Hz .
To realize this, we make the reference signal in two
ways: filtered white noise signal with a low pass
filter (Data set A, Data set B) and chirp signal (Data
set C) as shown in Figure 6. We note that one can
only use one data set to obtain a model and the
other two data sets for model validation [This will
be discussed in Section 3.3]. But, here, we compute
a model for each data set for demonstration.
Since we are not interested in DC values, we
detrend the data by removing the mean values of
input-output data; this is easily done by MATLAB
function detrend. Without this, the estimated model
Ĝvv would be fit to describe the DC value almost

perfectly. If we detrend the input-output data, then
the resulting Ĝvv will describe how changes in the
input give changes in output, but not explain the
actual levels of the signals. In the signal process
perspective, detrending functions as some data filter
D ( z ) as mentioned in Section 2.2.

3.2 Model Sets and Calculation
There are several model structures that one can use.
Here we use Output Error (OE) model structure for
the first stage and Box-Jenkins (BJ) model
structure.
B ( z,θ B )
u k + ek .
[OE model structure] y k = oe
Foe ( z , θ F )

[BJ model structure]

B(z,θ B )
C(z,θ C )
yk =
uk +
ek .
F(z,θ F )
F(z,θ F )

Since it is important to obtain good estimate of
u k in the first stage, we do this by estimating higher
order of Sˆ = Boe / Foe . For Data set A and B, we
estimate 8th order Ŝ and estimate 10th order Ŝ for
Data set C.
To accommodate non-stationary physical
disturbance acting on the vehicle, nonlinearity of
the real system, measurement noise, and etc, we use
BJ model structure ( Gˆ vv = B / F ) with a higher
order disturbance model Hˆ vv = C / F . We fit the
models by using 4th order of Ĝvv and 9th order of
Ĥ vv for Data set A, B, and C.

Figure 6. Reference and velocity data sets: (top)
Data set A, (middle) Data set B, (bottom) Data set
C.

3.3 Validation
Input signal u k = i q , k estimation results at the first
stage are shown in Figure 6. Using the estimated
model Ŝ , estimated input iˆq ,k = Sˆ ( z , θ S )rv ,k is
compared to the measured real input i q , k .

respond to high frequency input i q , k . Hence we
expect Ĝvv to be low-pass with fairly low
magnitude considering the vehicle’s mass 9000 kg .

Figure 7. Input estimation results in the first stage.
The identification data has been detrented to
remove DC values.
Using iˆq ,k and v k , G vv is estimated for each data
set. The bode plots of Ĝvv are given in Figure 8. It
is quite natural to expect that the vehicle would not

Figure 8. Bode plots of Ĝvv using Data set A (top), B
(middle), and C (bottom).

To assess the calculated models, we empirically
obtain the step response of the vehicle around 3 m/s.
The GA urban maglev can run in the open-loop
setting. Hence, in open-loop, first we find iq input
to take the vehicle to constant 3 m/s. Then we inject
additional 150 amp step input to the system to
measure the step response of the vehicle around
3m/s operating point. For the models, we simply
simulate the model with 150 amp step input. The
results are shown in Figure 9. The models from
each data set describe output changes to the step
input changes sufficiently well.

Figure 9. Comparison between step response simulation and
empirical step response from the real system: models from
Data set A (top), B (middle), and C (bottom) .

In addition to testing the step response, we check
uality of the models by doing the following way:

Test 1. Simulate Ĝvv (obtained from Data set C)
using i q ,k of Data set A. Compare it to the output
data of Data set A.
Test 2. Simulate Ĝvv (obtained from Data set A)
using i q ,k of Data set B. Compare it to the output
data
of Data set B.
Test 3. Simulate Ĝvv (obtained from Data set B)
using i q ,k of Data set C. Compare it to the output
data of Data set C.
The results are shown in Figure 10. Each test
shows that quality of the model obtained from one
data set describes the other data sets well. As
mentioned in Section 3.1, if one calculated one
model using one data set, then the other unused data
sets could be used in a similar fashion for model
validation.
Given the validation results, the calculated
models seem to have good enough accuracy to
describe the vehicle’s essential dynamic behavior.
However, in many cases, modeling itself is not the
ultimate goal of an engineering problem. For
instance, if improved control design for the given
initial closed-loop system as described in Figure 4
and 5 is the goal, then final judgment about the
model quality should be made upon how well the
corresponding control design works in the real
system.
4 CONCLUSION
We developed system identification technique to be
applied to a maglev system in a closed-loop setting.
Our validation scheme may be applied to other
maglev systems and it can give more confidence to
use the developed model for its own engineering
purpose. Further investigation on control design
based on the developed models will make our result
more fruitful.
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